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I oppose extending the dangerous diablo canyon nuclear power
plant.Diablo canyon is NOT safe nor cost- effective way to help
California 's energy reliability.

Our state has already done better with renewable energy and its
storage then diablo canyon's output.
It will take away from investing in renewable energy.

Because it's decades old with years of deferred maintenance,and
operating longer than the reactors have, there is a greater risk of
huge accidents with radiation contaminating a larger  part of
California for generations.

Diablo Canyon is surrounded by earthquake faults that can  produce
huge earthquakes that the site cannot withstand,causing catastrophic
accidents..

Extending its life will  make more deadly nuclear waste and this will
last thousands of years.  There is no solution to how to store it
safely for thousands of years.

The cost is prohibitive- from reliciencing ,deferred maintenance and
continuing its operation will be passed onto ratepayers and
taxpayers-that is unfair.

Each year it's producing more plutonium that could be making a large
number of nuclear bombs.

The Diablo Canyon plant is unhealthy for marine life.  It sucks in
marine life and kills them for its cooling system and then dump hot
water back into the ocean harming and killing wildlife.

Do NOT extend Diablo canyon plant's operations. PROTECT OUR  SAFETY
AND HEALTH FOR OUR COMMUNITIES AND PROTECT MARINE LIFE.

OPPOSE DIABLO'S EXTENSION !!! PREVENT RADIOACTIVE MELTDOWNS AND 
ACCIDENTS-PROTECT BOTH OUR HEALTH AND MARINE LIFE.

I urge you to vote against its extension!

thanks,
Dorri Raskin
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